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Introduction to the QEnergySpa
With the QEnergySpa you can experience bio-energy
levels similar to that enjoyed at world famous mineral
springs such as Lourdes in
France and Baden-Baden in
Germany. Throughout history,
people have been drawn to
these naturally occurring
highly energized mineral
springs for their rejuvenating
and healing effects in the
hope of assisting their
recovery.
The QEnergySpa can be
enjoyed in the comfort of your
own home with a hand, foot or
full body bath.
The innovative QEnergySpa was conceived and
developed in 1996, to recreate these same revitalizing
energies in ordinary tap water in a way that nature has
done since the beginning of time.
Manufactured in Australia, the QEnergySpa is unlike
any technology available on the market today, owing
not only to the quantum science it is based upon but
also to the highly specific design of the water module
and the manufacturer specified electronically matched
circuitry within the power supply.
The QEnergySpa is the ultimate revolution in natural
bio-energy re-vitalisation for your body, capable of
assisting the body to function at its full capacity and
provide you with more energy to
effectively cope with today's stresses.
With higher energy levels your body is
capable of significantly reducing
recovery time and allow you to better
control and manage aches and pains.
The QEnergySpa is a powerful bioenergy supplement for your body
assisting your body where ever
required.
A growing number of natural and main
stream health therapists throughout the
world including general practitioners,
naturopaths, bowen therapists, chiropractors and
kinesiologists among many others are now using the
QEnergySpa, and exponentially growing their practice
due to the amazing results achieved by incorporating
the QEnergySpa.
Using the QEnergySpa is simple and you do not need
to be a professional to operate the device, be it for use
in your own home or in a professional clinic. This
method does not involve any medications and it is safe
and non-invasive, it can even be used on your pets,
fruits and vegetables.

body to operate. The efficiency of operation of these
systems within our bodies is determined by the energy
level of our body. When the body has a high energy
level, all the body's systems will operate efficiently as a
collective whole, allowing the body to regenerate at its
peak. However, much like a battery, our energy levels
do not stay at a fixed level. The lifestyles we lead and
the toxins we breathe and ingest means that many of
us are prematurely depleting our body's natural
resources, increasing the likelihood of falling prey to
various exposures.
The QEnergySpa was created
to re-balance and amplify the
bio-electric signature of your
body and is the only available
Bio-Energy device capable of
creating the necessary
complex field interactions
w i t h i n t h e w a t e r. W i t h
continued use, each cycle of
sessions with the QEnergySpa
increases the amount of available bio-energy
gradually increasing the body's energy reservoir.
Water makes up the largest portion of the human body
mass and it is the primary constituent of all life.
Thousands of people around the world testify to the
QEnergySpa's numerous benefits and research
conclusively back up their claims. As the water
becomes 'one' with us, it takes on our unique energetic
resonance signature as a template. This incredible
phenomenon is due to the Quantum
Field created by the of the water
module and is exclusive to the
QEnergySpa.
To use the QEnergySpa, simply
submerge the Orb in a container of
water, connect the electrically safe,
extra low voltage power supply and
place the selected body part into the
water. Turn the QEnergySpa on for a
maximum of 35 minutes, every second
day for the first cycle of 14 sessions,
followed by a short rest period of 21
days (this may vary). Repeat this process for 10 cycles
for maximum benefit.
Even if you live a healthy lifestyle or have chosen other
therapies available on the market today, this system
can still of benefit to you. The QEnergySpa works well
with and supplements all other modalities. The
healthiest and active sports person can still get that
little extra stamina and endurance and as a bonus; a
speedy recovery.
Now, that is ... Energy for life.

The QEnergySpa is based on the principle that all
living matter contains a "bio-charge" or bio-energy.
This energy is what enables all the systems of the
Re-Energise & Re-Vitalise
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The many uses of the QEnergySpa
The QEnergySpa is a Bio-Electric Field
Enhancement, BEFE device with a purpose of
enhancing the bio-charge in
water, increasing the bioenergy level within the water.
As all living organisms are
based upon water, that means
that this technology will work
on all organic matter and by
that we mean everything from
human
to all plants and
Water Molecules
animals.
The BEFE technology is in a class of its own, there
are no other water based technologies which even
comes close to performing these life enhancing
benefits. All other footbath detox devices currently
sold around the world are not
based upon the true BEFE
technology and have been
shown through seed trials to
damage the seed and as
mentioned above this
technology is supposed to Original technology
work on all water based
organisms and if anyone fails, then the use of such
on any other organic matter must be re-examined.
The science behind the BEFE technology is quite
simply not understood sufficiently to allow anyone,
other than Q the Experience to correctly duplicate it,
let alone advance it.
Lets proceed with a breakdown of some of the less
known applications of the QEnergySpa.
Since 1996, the majority of the
QEnergySpas sold around the
world have been used for human
health related purposes only. The
following list of additional
applications are slowly emerging
and as they do, people are finding
that these well kept secrets can
benefit us all in many more ways.
The QEnergySpa applications...
1. Bio-Energy submersion and absorption.
2. Drinking water.
3. Fruits and vegetables.
4. Seed treatment for improved germination.
5. Plant growth and plant health.
6. Pets and other animals.
1. Bio-Energy submersion and absorption
This one we all know about. A method of energising
your whole family. You fill a container or your
bathtub with water and put in the QEnergySpa
water module, then turn it on and get in for a period
of 35 minutes maximum. Use only once every
second day to give your body time to process and
Re-Energise & Re-Vitalise
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adjust to the higher bio-energy
level.
This process is much the same
as charging your car battery, in
that the charge equalises
between every adjacent cells in
your body like a domino effect
throughout your body.
We have also found that the Use in your Bathtub
container you use have an effect on the results. For
example, if you were to use an untreated Copper
container, then the inventor of the Q has indicated
that the technology could be up to 20% more
efficient.
In the document “The
QEnergySpa Charging Cycles”
we will further expand on the
possibility of achieving more or a
higher degree of benefits from
regular use of the QEnergySpa.
But one thing that we would like
to re-itterate here is that if you
sustain an injury, the sooner you
can get the injured body part into
Simple Hand Bath
the water with the QEnergySpa
the better the results and the faster it will happen.
This is related to the “Herrings Laws of Cure”, which
we will cover later. If the injured part is an open
wound, then to minimise bacterial infection, insert
other limb.
2. Drinking water
It is not commonly known that you can
energise a glass bottle of clean water
the same way that you energise the
person except for only 15-20 minutes
and you can even do this in your
kitchen sink. Drink one glass a day
within a few minutes. In other words,
do not sip the glass of water all day,
drink it all straight away.
After energising the bottle of water, the energy in the
bottle should last for up to 92 hours after which it will
be almost back to normal.
However, we
recommend that you empty the bottle and energise
a new batch every second day for maximum benefit.
You can also drink a glass of energised water every
day as well as having a QEnergySpa session every
second day. You could for example drink a glass of
energised water in the morning or before lunch and
then have your QEnergySpa session in the
evening.
We recommend that you use a glass bottle, but a
standard plastic bottle will work.
S
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The many uses of the QEnergySpa
3. Fruits and vegetables
If you were to energise your fruits and vegetables
before you ate them, you would bring the energy
content of the fruit or vegetable back to its full
potential plus the fact that your body would digest a

30 Days

blind test showed the charged seed, watered with
charged water to be the preferred flavour. But if you
noticed, the charged seed, watered with uncharged
water, appear to be the largest pumpkin. However
in all these test, more samples are required in each
group to eliminate other factors.
Another example, charging the seeds of Kikuyu
grass, showing considerable improvement in
germination. Both of these trays have the same
number of seeds planted.

19 Days
26 Days

produce with a much higher energetic value. Just
imagine the additional potential benefits you could
achieve. The above vegetables shows just how the
shelf life has been extended by energising the one
on the right and the number of days that the shelf life
has been extended listed next to it.

Uncharged Seeds

Charged Kikuyu Seeds

Charging the seeds
of sweet corn, you
can clearly see just
how well the top
section of plants
look compared to
the section at the
bottom.

It is absolutely amazing to see how the moisture is
maintained by the vegetables for a prolonged
period of time and maybe if we were to re-charge
the vegetables every second day, we may be able to
further extend the life span/shelf life of the
vegetable. A lot more trials could be conducted here
to establish a Green Grocer shelf life extension
program to save a lot of wastage and improve the
consumption value.

Well worth more
trials with a view to
incorporate the Q
Sweet Corn
on farms for increased profits.

4. Seed treatment for improved germination

5. Plant growth and health

We learned from the above trials that using the
QEnergySpa can extend the shelf life of vegetables
and it will also do this for most fruits, but what if we
were to energise the seed of the vegetables before
we planted it. According to the Inventor, this could
potentially provide up to 30% better chance of
germination.

All the seed trials conducted have shown
remarkable improvements in both health of the
plants as well as faster growth and during a trial on a
green house cucumber farm where we watered a
few rows with charged water, we not only noted an
improvement in health, growth and endurance of
the plants, for example
the fact that the charged
plants did not suffer from
tip burns from the sun,
where every other plant
in the green house did.
The entire green house
also suffered from a
fungus, but the charged plants were not concerned
about it and kept thriving. The angle on the lateral
stems on the charged plants also had on average a
great incline supporting the leaves making it appear
stronger and healthier, inter-node spacing reduced,
giving 20% more nodes, less fruit abortions and an
interesting note on the plant growth. All the charged

A: Control Untreated
B: Charged Seed, Uncharged Water
C: Uncharged Seed, Charged Water
D: Charged Seed, Charged Water

The above trial uses pumpkin seeds to show the
effects of such energising. At the end of the trial we
cooked up the pumpkins for a taste test and the
Re-Energise & Re-Vitalise
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The many uses of the QEnergySpa
plants appeared to lag
behind the remaining
greenhouse in the
beginning, but then over
shooting the growth of the
entire green house.

meet it and on one occasion it was the wrong the car
and watching the horses disappointedly walk back
to the field was amazing. As for treating the horses,
they will happily stand there, so all you have to make
sure is that the horse does not step on the water
module.

Overall we found an
increased number of
cucumbers per plant from 37 to 84%, on average
57% more, this number comes from both more
cucumbers but also from less rejections (referred to
as abortions). If extrapolated to an entire farm this
extra potential produce could mean an extra income
of in excess of $110,000 profits per season with very
little extra effort and compared to the cost of and
running costs of the QEnergySpa, a spectacular
profit margin.

A very weak duckling, not
believed to be able to
survive was treated by the
QEnergySpa, which gave it
a new zest of life.

Lebanese Cucumbers

6.

Pets and other animals

Energising your pets or farm
animals is yet another area of use
for the QEnergySpa.

When you
give Q sessions to animals
and for that matter, people as
well, it does not matter if you
can only get one paw into the
water, it will still benefit the
animal or person, just take care if you are treating a
cat, you may get more than you bargain for. They do
not like water.

Animals seem to be able to sense
the energy in the water. In Africa,
the buffalos left their watering hole
to come drink from a drum of Q
energised water and
during a lettuce trial in
Australia, the birds
preferred our trays of
energised water to the
ordinary tap water.

Is there more to it?...

It is probably a little
African Buffalo
harder to keep your
pet in the water, although some pets seem
fascinated with the Q, in that they want to lie on top
of or next to you or the
container during a
session, but in most
cases it may be easier
to treat the drinking

You are limited only by your
imagination as what you can
energise.
In any case we
recommend that you cautiously
try little samples first before
applying to entire farms, because
if the process has or uses
synthetic material say in the soil,
like growing lettuce in
polystyrene, then keep in mind that the electrical
signature of all the materials in the brew will be
energised along with it and will be incorporated in
the final outcome.
As a last suggestion, you can even energise your
favourite bottle of wine to potentially unlock
additional flavours while at the same time enhance
the wine.

water and making sure
that your charged
water is the only water
available to the pet.
The dog shown here
was simply drinking
charged water which slowly improved its condition.

The QEnergySpa can energise up to 10,000 litres.
Should you wish to run a trial a little larger than that,
then we do have a new technology that may be able
to treat up to 250,000 Litres.
Wishing you good trials...

As for horses, we found that they seem to enjoy both
the treatment and the company and every time the
car came down the driveway, they would run up to
Re-Energise & Re-Vitalise
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